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Extended Abstract 
The importance of developing anti-scar wound dressing comes from the fact that scar as an abnormal tissue affects 

aesthetics and changes the functionality of tissue strength and pliability[1]. The main group of patients who are at risk of 

scar formation is burn survivors. The World Health Organization (WHO) reports that annually 11 million people suffer from 

severe burn wounds that need medical care [2]–[6]. Burn scar has devastating effects, including pain, intolerance of heat, 

severe itching, limitations in movement, and dyspigmentation; these factors lead to problems with social integration [7] and 

discrimination in the community [8] which can reduce the burn survivors' quality of life. 

Commonly available treatments for scar prevention or reduction, such as stem cell therapy or surgical approaches, are 

limited in reaching a satisfying result. These limits drive the need for advanced progress in the field of drug delivery. 

Numerous studies have been published on developing anti-scar wound dressings; nevertheless, a clinical product has not 

been produced yet. 

Our goal is to incorporate biomolecules with the ability to bind to cell receptors that can affect scar formation and wound 

healing rate [9]. Although growth factors and cytokines are choices as anti-scar agents, the challenges related to sterility, 

short half-life, short shelf life, and regulatory hurdles limit their application [10]. But, anti-scar small molecules such as 

kynurenine (Kyn) do not have those drawbacks associated with growth factors. Human trials as cream-based treatments have 

shown promising results concerning scar reduction [11]. The main problem of cream-based treatments is related to the 

unprotected route of administration. Also, another problematic fact is associated with the daily usage of these anti-scar drugs 

as topical creams during wound healing [13]. This treatment necessitates frequent removal of the wound dressing while the 

wound is in the healing stages. The unnecessarily frequent wound dressing changes elevate complications for patients and 

increase the risk of infection for open wounds. 

To overcome the mentioned drawbacks of developed anti-scar remedies, we propose incorporating smart nanoparticles 

(NP) into wound dressings as carriers for on-demand delivery of anti-scar agents. The smart NPs can target the scar formation 

stage and release the drugs in the desired stage. The smart NPs are responsive to reactive oxygen species (ROS), which 

increase inside the cells in the scar formation stages. 

We synthesized the PEG-co-PPS polymer that undergoes an oxidative transition in ROS presence. NPs based on PEG-

co-PPS were fabricated through the double emulsion technique. It is hypothesized that the NP enters the cell through the 

lipid diffusion pathway and forms pores in the endosome membrane and in the cytosol, where ROS concentration is high 

and releases the payload. The fabricated NPs (200 ±5 nm) showed a promising responsive delivery in vitro in the presence 

and absence of H2O2, 92% and less than 6% within three days.  

The fabricated responsive nanoparticles showed excellent results regarding having on-demand delivery. Thus, the next 

step would be cellular assessments of the particles to identify the endocytosis route and evaluate gene expression to 

demonstrate anti-scar activities. 
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